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Abstract

In this study, the term dimension is introduced on fuzzy graphs and neutrosophic
graphs. The classes of these specific graphs are chosen to obtain some results based on
dimension. The types of crisp notions and fuzzy notions are used to make sense about
the material of this study and the outline of this study uses some new notions which are
crisp and fuzzy.
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1 Background 1

Some literatures like cardinality of set, n-set, notation of fuzzy graphs, common vertex 2

set with same values for vertices and edges, permutation, fuzzy vertex set: vertices and 3

their values, fuzzy edge set: edges and their values. fixed-edge fuzzy graphs fixed-vertex 4

fuzzy graphs, fuzzy twin vertices are used. For using material look at [1–15]. 5

2 Definitions 6

We use the notion of vertex in fuzzy graphs to define new notions which state the 7

relation amid vertices. In this way, the set of vertices are distinguished by another set of 8

vertices. 9

Definition 2.1. Let G = (V, σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph. A vertex m fuzzy-resolves vertices 10

f1 and f2 if d(m, f1) 6= d(m, f2). A set M is fuzzy resolving set if for every couple of 11

vertices f1, f2 ∈ V \M, there’s a vertex m ∈M such that m fuzzy-resolves f1 and f2. 12

|M | is called fuzzy metric number of G and minM Σm∈Mσ(m) is called fuzzy metric 13

dimension of G and if fuzzy metric number of set M equals fuzzy metric dimension, 14

then M is called fuzzy metric set of G. 15

Example 2.2. Let G be a fuzzy graph as figure (1). By applying Table (1), the 1-set is 16

explored which its cardinality is minimum. {f6} and {f4} are 1-set which has minimum 17

cardinality amid all sets of vertices but {f4} isn’t fuzzy resolving set and {f6} is fuzzy 18

resolving set. Thus there’s no fuzzy metric set but {f6}. f6 fuzzy-resolves all given 19

couple of vertices. Therefore one is fuzzy metric number of G and 0.13 is fuzzy metric 20
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Figure 1. Black vertex {f6} is only fuzzy metric set amid all sets of vertices for fuzzy
graph G.

dimension of G. By using Table (1), f4 doesn’t fuzzy-resolve f2 and f6. f4 doesn’t 21

fuzzy-resolve f1 and f5, too. 22

Table 1. Distances of Vertices from sets of vertices {f6} and {f4} in Fuzzy Graph G.

Vertices f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
f6 0.22 0.26 0.39 0.24 0.13 0

Vertices f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
f4 0.11 0.24 0.37 0 0.11 0.24

Definition 2.3. Consider G as a family of fuzzy graphs on a common vertex set V. A 23

vertex m simultaneously fuzzy-resolves vertices f1 and f2 if dG(m, f1) 6= dG(m, f2), for 24

all G ∈ G. A set M is simultaneously fuzzy resolving set if for every couple of vertices 25

f1, f2 ∈ V \M, there’s a vertex m ∈M such that m resolves f1 and f2, for all G ∈ G. 26

|M | is called simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G and minσm∈V σ(m) is called 27

simultaneously fuzzy metric dimension of G and if the simultaneously fuzzy cardinality 28

of set M equals simultaneously fuzzy metric dimension, then M is called simultaneously 29

fuzzy metric set of G. 30

Example 2.4. Let G = {G1, G2, G3} be a collection of fuzzy graphs with common 31

fuzzy vertex set and a subset of fuzzy edge set as figure (2). By applying Table (2), the 32

1-set is explored which its cardinality is minimum. {f2} and {f4} are 1-set which has 33

minimum cardinality amid all sets of vertices. {f4} is as fuzzy resolving set as {f6} is. 34

Thus there’s no fuzzy metric set but {f4} and {f6}. f6 as fuzzy-resolves all given couple 35

of vertices as f4. Therefore one is fuzzy metric number of G and 0.13 is fuzzy metric 36

dimension of G. By using Table (2), f4 fuzzy-resolves all given couple of vertices.

Figure 2. Black vertex {f4} and the set of vertices {f2} are simultaneously fuzzy metric
set amid all sets of vertices for family of fuzzy graphs G.

37
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Table 2. Distances of Vertices from set of vertices {f6} in Family of Fuzzy Graphs G.
Vertices of G1 f1 f2 f3 f4

f4 0.37 0.26 0.13 0
Vertices of G2 f1 f2 f3 f4

f4 0.11 0.22 0.13 0
Vertices of G3 f1 f2 f3 f4

f4 0.24 0.26 0.13 0

3 General Relationships 38

Proposition 3.1. Let G be a path fuzzy graph. Then every leaf is fuzzy resolving set. 39

Proof. Let l be a leaf. For every given a couple of vertices fi and fj , we get
d(l, fi) 6= d(l, fj). Since if we reassign indexes to vertices such that every vertex fi and l
have i vertices amid themselves, then d(l, fi) = Σj≤iµ(fjfi) ≤ i. Thus j ≤ i implies

Σt≤jµ(ftfj) + Σj≤s≤iµ(fsfi) > Σj≤iµ(ffi) ≡ d(l, fj) + c = d(l, fi) ≡ d(l, fj) < d(l, fi).

Therefore, by d(l, fj) < d(l, fi), we get d(l, fi) 6= d(l, fj). fi and fj are arbitrary so l 40

fuzzy-resolves any given couple of vertices fi and fj which implies {l} is a fuzzy 41

resolving set. 42

Corollary 3.2. Let G be a fixed-edge path fuzzy graph. Then every leaf is fuzzy 43

resolving set. 44

Proof. Let l be a leaf. For every given couple of vertices, fi and fj , we get 45

d(l, fi) = ci 6= d(l, fj) = cj. It implies l fuzzy-resolves any given couple of vertices fi and 46

fj which implies {l} is a fuzzy resolving set. 47

Corollary 3.3. Let G be a fixed-vertex path fuzzy graph. Then every leaf is fuzzy metric 48

set, fuzzy metric number is one and fuzzy metric dimension is c where c = σ(f), f ∈ V. 49

Proof. By Proposition (3.1), every leaf is fuzzy resolving set. By c = σ(f), ∀f ∈ V, 50

every leaf is fuzzy metric set, fuzzy metric number is one and fuzzy metric dimension is 51

c. 52

Proposition 3.4. Let G be a path fuzzy graph. Then a set including every couple of 53

vertices is fuzzy resolving set. 54

Proof. Let f and f ′ be a couple of vertices. For every given a couple of vertices fi and 55

fj , we get either d(f, fi) 6= d(f, fj) or d(f ′, fi) 6= d(f ′, fj). 56

Corollary 3.5. Let G be a fixed-edge path fuzzy graph. Then every set containing 57

couple of vertices is fuzzy resolving set. 58

Proposition 3.6. Let G be a fuzzy graph. An (k − 1)-set from an k-set of fuzzy twin 59

vertices is subset of a fuzzy resolving set. 60

Proof. If t and t′ are fuzzy twin vertices, then N(t) = N(t′) and µ(ts) = µ(t′s), for all 61

s ∈ N(t) = N(t′). 62

Corollary 3.7. Let G be a fuzzy graph. The number of fuzzy twin vertices is n− 1. 63

Then fuzzy metric number is n− 2. 64

Corollary 3.8. Let G be a fuzzy graph. The number of fuzzy twin vertices is n− 1. 65

Then G is fixed-edge fuzzy graph. 66
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Corollary 3.9. Let G be a fixed-vertex fuzzy graph. The number of fuzzy twin vertices 67

is n− 1. Then fuzzy metric number is n− 2, fuzzy metric dimension is (n− 2)σ(m) 68

where m is fuzzy twin vertex with a vertex. Every (n− 2)-set including fuzzy twin 69

vertices is fuzzy metric set. 70

Proposition 3.10. Let G be a fixed-vertex fuzzy graph such that it’s fuzzy complete. 71

Then fuzzy metric number is n− 1, fuzzy metric dimension is (n− 1)σ(m) where m is a 72

given vertex. Every (n− 1)-set is fuzzy metric set. 73

Proof. In complete graph, every couple of vertices are twin vertices. By G is a 74

fixed-vertex fuzzy graph and it’s fuzzy complete, every couple of vertices are fuzzy twin 75

vertices. Thus by Proposition (3.6), the result follows. 76

Proposition 3.11. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set. Then 77

simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G is n− 1. 78

Proof. Consider (n− 1)-set. Thus there’s no couple of vertices to be fuzzy-resolved. 79

Therefore, every (n− 1)-set is fuzzy resolving set for any given fuzzy graph. Then it 80

holds for any fuzzy graph. It implies it’s fuzzy resolving set and its cardinality is fuzzy 81

metric number. (n− 1)-set has the cardinality n− 1. Then it holds for any fuzzy graph. 82

It induces it’s simultaneously fuzzy resolving set and its cardinality is simultaneously 83

fuzzy metric number. 84

Proposition 3.12. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set. Then 85

simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G is greater than the maximum fuzzy metric 86

number of G ∈ G. 87

Proof. Suppose t and t′ are simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G and fuzzy metric 88

number of G ∈ G.. Thus t is fuzzy metric number for any G ∈ G. Hence, t ≥ t′. So 89

simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G is greater than the maximum fuzzy metric 90

number of G ∈ G. 91

Proposition 3.13. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set. Then 92

simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G is greater than simultaneously fuzzy metric 93

number of H ⊆ G. 94

Proof. Suppose t and t′ are simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G and H. Thus t is 95

fuzzy metric number for any G ∈ G. It implies Thus t is fuzzy metric number for any 96

G ∈ H. So t is simultaneously fuzzy metric number of H. By applying Definition about 97

being the minimum number, t ≥ t′. So simultaneously fuzzy metric number of G is 98

greater than simultaneously fuzzy metric number of H ⊆ G. 99

Theorem 3.14. Fuzzy twin vertices aren’t resolved in any given fuzzy graph. 100

Proof. Let t and t′ are fuzzy twin vertices. Then N(t) = N(t′) and µ(ts) = µ(t′s), for 101

all edges ts, t′s ∈ E. Thus for every given vertex s′ ∈ V, dG(s′, t) = dG(s, t) where G is 102

a given fuzzy graph. It means that t and t′ aren’t resolved in any given fuzzy graph. t 103

and t′ are arbitrary so fuzzy twin vertices aren’t resolved in any given fuzzy graph. 104

Proposition 3.15. Let G be a fixed-vertex fuzzy graph. If G is fuzzy complete, then 105

every couple of vertices are fuzzy twin vertices. 106

Proof. Let t and t′ be couple of given vertices. By G is fuzzy complete, N(t) = N(t′). 107

By G is a fixed-vertex fuzzy graph, µ(ts) = µ(t′s), for all edges ts, t′s ∈ E. Thus t and 108

t′ are fuzzy twin vertices. t and t′ are arbitrary couple of vertices, hence every couple of 109

vertices are fuzzy twin vertices. 110
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Theorem 3.16. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set and G ∈ G 111

is a fixed-vertex fuzzy graph such that it’s fuzzy complete. Then simultaneously fuzzy 112

metric number is n− 1, simultaneously fuzzy metric dimension is (n− 1)σ(m) where m 113

is a given vertex. Every (n− 1)-set is simultaneously fuzzy metric set for G. 114

Proof. G is fixed-vertex fuzzy graph and it’s fuzzy complete. So by Proposition (3.15), 115

we get every couple of vertices in fuzzy complete are fuzzy twin vertices. So every 116

couple of vertices, by Theorem (3.14), aren’t resolved. 117

Theorem 3.17. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set and for 118

every given couple of vertices, there’s a G ∈ G such that in that, they’re fuzzy twin 119

vertices. Then simultaneously fuzzy metric number is n− 1, simultaneously fuzzy metric 120

dimension is (n− 1)σ(m) where m is a given vertex. Every (n− 1)-set is simultaneously 121

fuzzy metric set for G. 122

Theorem 3.18. Let G be a family of fuzzy graphs with common vertex set. If G 123

contains three fixed-vertex fuzzy stars with different center, then simultaneously fuzzy 124

metric number is n− 2, simultaneously fuzzy metric dimension is (n− 2)σ(m) where m 125

is a given vertex. Every (n− 2)-set is simultaneously fuzzy metric set for G. 126

Proof. By Corollary (3.9), the result follows. 127
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